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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, inc. or its affiliates features comprehensive interpretations of Fantasy VIII fantasy VIII® the existing system (intersection, Guardian forces, abilities and magic) assigned monsters, items and cards chapters the best strategies against enemies and all employers revealed the
exact location of all the saved points and magic points draw top quality shots to illustrate playing tactics tips, secrets and revealing book puzzles is fantastic. It has everything you need and easy to understand. I would recommend the book to anyone who wishes to guide the strategy. Amazon Customer
Review, 20/10/2013 This book is fantastic. Its full color pages are full of informative, screenshots and maps. I used to play the game for ages at all, and just can't figure out what to do at Ultimecia Castle so I eventually resorted to buying this guide and I'm glad I did. Everything is a clear description and it's
not just wandering around. There are lists of monsters, cards, weapons and even details of characters and guardian forces. The only problem with it is that once I finishmy game, I wanted to start over and work my way through all the secrets described in the book. The purchase is very worthy to
accompany the game. Amazon Customer Review, 02/09/2003 This is a very detailed strategy guide, including everything I expected from him and more. I especially love the character syllable where you can see some amazing original artwork of characters. A packed guide full of maps that I found
extremely useful on several occasions. The secrets section is also informative. Also, another good point about this book is that it doesn't give much away. I mean by that, that sequences like the end left for the player to testify, instead of accidentally reading about it in the manual, thus destroying the game
(at least it for me). I would highly recommend this item. Amazon Customer Review, 05/04/2002 BradyGames, Fingerprint DK and Division of Penguin Random House Inc., is the world's leading publisher of strategic content for PC and video games console. BradyGames understands what players - both
casual and hardcore - want and need from strategic guides. Each guide features in-depth content, detailed screen shots, quick reference tips, and professional strategy. Prima Games is also a leader in digital strategy, offering interactive maps, streaming video, searchable online guides and applications,
and a full website in primagames.com. BradyGames photo stock published by Brady GAMES (2000) ISBN 10: 1566869625 ISBN 13: 97815666669621 Use the amount of softfor all available: 1 seller: GlassFrogBooks (Hawthorne, CA, USA) Seller Rating: Book Description Brady Games, 2000. Status:
Good. A+ customer service! Satisfaction guaranteed! The book is in good condition Used-. The pages and the cover are clean and sound. The items used may not include additional materials such as esa tablets or access codes. Signs of wearing a shelf may appear lightly and contain Notes and
highlight. Seller Inventory No. 1566869625-2-4 More information about this seller | Contact this seller © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, company or affiliates start your review of the eighth official fantasy strategy guide I was doing yoga/meditations when I heard Liberi Fatali. My brother just bought the ultimate
eighth fantasy remastered. I'm not sure how much meditation serves as a spiritual purpose, it certainly did as hell takes me on a ride through the cinematic opening though. During the same session I realized the tremendous impact this game had on my life. Which is strange to tell for video games and the
stories they tell. It's not strange to say. Most of the games I played, the shows I watched, the music I listened to I was doing yoga/meditations when I heard Tiberi Fatali. My brother just bought the ultimate eighth fantasy remastered. I'm not sure how much meditation serves as a spiritual purpose, it
certainly did as hell takes me on a ride through the cinematic opening though. During the same session I realized the tremendous impact this game had on my life. Which is strange to tell for video games and the stories they tell. It's no surprise to say that most of the games I played, the performances I
watched, the music I listened to and the books I read vibrated their way into my subconscious (and conscious) in one form or another. Right? I'm not sure if I can trace it back to this or if I have my inclinations to thank for having a affinity for black/dark clothes, fond love of knights/magnanimity, a sense of
conflictof identity, and forever being romantic. For better or worse most final fantasy games have left their mark on me. So, why the evidence? Often it's for nostalgic trips that don't require me to replay the game, but the desire to revisit the world goes beyond me. Never quite the same without music. All
Final Fantasy games have beautiful and varied music that adds depth beyond words. Games carry a spirit that goes beyond words. My review of the guide is a very close way to my feelings for the game. The constant feelings that make up my little world game are so precious I love everything. Clearly,
this also means evidence. Once again, this strategic evidence is from a bygone era. Any online help is superior, in fact, I think I still consult online roaming and resources even with a strategy guide at hand. The internet was still new to my family and sites like Gamespot, IGN and GameFAQs hosted multi-
roaming, bestiaries, etc. Some are deeper, others more specialized, and some more entertaining. All of them have ups and downs and although the online walkthroughs are still very prominent, I haven't seen nearly as many physical copies of strategic guides (like this one) as they once were there. Lots of
easy money for art books, records and whatever the hell people can sell. Enough of that noisy young man I'm the youngest in my family i'm sure I spent a great deal of time watching my brothers play. She did very little. Achieve the ongoing steering process as i studied the best ways to play by proxy
through them. There is not much comparison of sharing some screen time with your best friends. Yes, this is about doing it for this review.  ... More Bahahahahahaha did not think of counting this but yes, read it cover to cover many times! The proof is that it lacks so not even funny. Most tips and tricks
will be obvious to anyone who is not dead in the brain. Also, according to the usual Bradygames style, there is misorganization and mis-content! I agree - why is there no strategy for Ultimecia? Aug. Star! A handy guide to your favorite game... A lot of evidence went beyond its limits including spoilers (I
once had a guide with a screenshot of a character on the page, looking very dead. yes. Little. Obstacle. This guide offers good advice and strategies, if you need it, and gives short summaries of what to do next if you are unsure, without telling you what's coming in the story; A lot of evidence went beyond
its limits including spoilers (I once had a guide with a screenshot of a character on the page, looking very dead. yes. Little. Obstacle. This guide offers good advice and strategies, if you need it, and gives short summaries of what to do then if you are unsure, without telling you what's coming into the story;
All in all, I feel that this is the perfect example of what should be a game guide. It's not about cheating, and no one wants spoilers in their guide, either... It's about getting the most out of the game... More this is a really useful strategy guide. It has a step-by-step walk-through for every part of the game,
quick summaries, enemy descriptions/ratings, monster guide, and all those pesky side quests. Probably the best game guide I've ever found. This FF was my favorite all the time, and the guide just made the game much more fun. You don't have time to play this right now, so I'm taking this off my reading
offline shelf right now. Literally no information on most things that one can consult with a guide to. Hy all, I would really like to download some official strategy guide for ff8. If I remember correct there was some version by Piggyback or something :) I'm really looking forward to the code and I would like to
update my mind a little before releasing it. I guess I haven't played it for over 10 years Thx a lot! Page 2 19 Comments Comments
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